ULLR INC. Chairlift Use Policy
The following guidelines describe the activities and expectations around chairlift use for
both Ullr staff and customers. In the text, the terms “skis”, “skiers”, and “skiing” are
used to refer to any snow sports equipment sanctioned for use at the ski area and the
people using that equipment at the ski area.
1) SKI AREA REGULATIONS – Ullr staff and customers will abide by all Ski Area
regulations governing the use of lifts, Ski Area trails and other facilities. This includes,
but is not limited to, all posted signs and warnings.
2) STATE REGULATIONS - All Ullr staff and customers will follow the Skiers
Responsibility Code and understand the penalties that apply under Washington State law
(CHAPTER 70.117RCW). Washington State Law prohibits: Leaving the scene of a
skiing accident without obtaining assistance or notifying authorities; Skiing or
snowboarding in a closed area, riding a closed lift, or skiing or snowboarding outside ski
are boundaries, interfering with the safe operation of a lift; Loading or unloading a lift at
other that designated crossing; Throwing or dropping of any object from a lift including
littering; Failing to follow verbal or written instructions for lift use.
3) EXPECTATIONS ABOUT RIDING CHAIRLIFTS – Ullr staff and customers will be
riding the chairlift with the skiing public. Staff and customers can expect to ride the
chairlift in a variety of conditions and circumstances.
•

Skiers may be riding the lift alone or with others (up to the capacity of the specific
lift).

•

Chairlifts will run at a variety of speeds, from a dead stop to the appropriate speed for
the specific lift. Riders should be aware that the chairlift will change speeds without
warning and conduct themselves in a manner to remain safely seated in those events.

•

Skiers will be riding the chairlift in a wide range of weather conditions ranging from
dry and sunny to wet, cold, and dim (in the case of precipitation or night skiing).
When conditions are wet and cold, the chair seat will be slippery. Riders should
conduct themselves in a manner to remain safely seated under those conditions.

•

Chairlift lines are crowded. Skiers should respect the people around them and
conduct themselves in a courteous manner.

•

Chairlift loading and unloading ramps can be uneven and slippery due to poor
weather conditions. Riders should expect uneven and slippery conditions and take
utmost care when loading and unloading the chairlift.
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